Warning!
•

Do not use with babies under 1,8 kg (4lbs). Please ask your pediatrician before using Weego PREEMIE.

•

Only use when worn by an adult.

•

Never use in car.

•

Always keep all buckles and snaps fastened and inner pouch
zipper fully zipped during use. Always keep outer pouch zipper
closed in front-facing-in and backpack position.

•

Never place baby facing-out in backpack position.

•

Only use in front-facing-out position with infants who can hold
up their heads unassisted. When the legs are too long to be put
in the outer pouch, hold them up with your hands so your baby
does not get a hollow back.

•

Do not leave your baby longer than 30 minutes in the frontfacing-out position, as in this position it cannot escape the
visual stimulation!

•

Small children can fall through a leg opening. Be sure to follow
manufacturer’s instructions for use and adjust inner pouch leg
openings to the smallest size possible.

•

Before each use make sure all seams are sound and the buckles
and snaps are secure.

•

Always pass the Weego on to other people with these
instructions for use.

W e e go P R EE M I E
I n s t r u c t ion s for U s e

Please read instructions carefully before using
your Weego Soft Baby Carrier!

How to use inner
pouch snaps

Weego Details

Using the inner pouch snaps, adjust the height of the inner pouch according to your
babies size.
Shoulder
straps

Comfort strap

•

The function of the outer pouch collar is to support baby’s head and neck.
The inner pouch should be at the appropriate height that the outer pouch collar
is just above the baby’s neck. Therefore for newborns use the top row of snaps.
As your baby grows, use the lower rows of snaps.

Bib

•

Outer pouch
collar strap
and buckle

Inner pouch
snaps

From about 9 months on:
Now your baby wants more freedom to move. The function of the outer pouch
collar is now to support your baby’s back at a second point. The inner pouch
should be in the appropriate position to close under your baby’s arms. So start
using the upper row of snaps again. As your baby grows, use the lower rows of
snaps.

Toy loop

Aduls waist
strap

0 - about 9 months:

•

Before each us make sure all seams are sound and the pouch buckles
are secure.

•

To change the height of the inner pouch:
Lay the Weego flat and fasten the inner pouch to the appropriate row of snaps.
Make sure all five snaps are fastened.

Inner pouch
waist strap and
buckle

Outer pouch
Security loop and button
on inner pouch leg holes

Inner pouch
zipper

Outer pouch
zipper

Inner pouch

Any more questions?
Then do not hesitate to contact us:
Weego GmbH
Dubrowstrasse 29, D-14129 Berlin, Germany
Tel. (+49) 30 - 80 10 92 62
email: info@weego.de

Position 2: “Face-out”

Position 3: “Backpack”

(from 5 months on)

(0 - 24 months)

Only use the Weego in this position when your baby can
hold the head unassisted!
Do not leave your baby in this position for too long, as
(contrary to the other positions) it has no possibility to
escape the visual stimulation!
1. Using the inner pouch snaps, adjust the inner pouch to the
appropriate height that the outer pouch collar can be closed
under your baby’s arms.
2. Put your arms through the shoulder straps. Grasp the
comfort strap behind your head and snap the buckle .
Fasten the waist belt and adjust to fit snugly. Adjust
shoulder straps so the Weego fits high on your chest.
Adjust the comfort strap for a snug fit. For maximum
comfort the comfort strap should be pulled as far down
as possible on the padded part of the shoulder straps.
3. Unzip the inner pouch and, holding your baby facing out,
gently pull your baby’s legs through the leg openings of the
inner pouch. Fasten buckle and zip the inner pouch closed .
4. Bring the collar of the outer pouch under your baby’s arms
and snap the buckle closed . The collar must rest under
the baby’s arms for proper support. If the collar is at your
baby’s waist, adjust the inner pouch to a lower row of snaps.
Then adjust the inner pouch waist strap so the inner pouch
fits snugly around your baby’s waist. Adjust the collar strap
until baby’s back rests snugly against your chest.
The outer pouch can remain unzipped in the front-facing-out
position. In cooler weather and with smaller babies, the outer
pouch can be zipped in the front-facing-out position. In this
position, never guide the baby’s legs through the outer pouch
leg openings.

Practice putting the Weego on your back (steps 3 and
4 below) before putting your baby in the backpack position.
Never place baby facing-out in the backpack position.
1. Adjust the height of the inner pouch according to the size of
your baby (see “how to use inner pouch snaps”).
2. Put your arms through the shoulder straps. Then put your
baby in the Weego following steps 3 and 4 of the frontfacing-in position.
3. Loosen the shoulder straps. Firmly grasp the straps and hold
the Weego in front of you as shown .
4. Swing the Weego around your left shoulder while bringing
your right arm over your head + . While you swing the
Weego around your left shoulder, put your left arm through
the shoulder strap.
5. Lean forward, resting your baby on your back, and put your
right arm through the other shoulder strap .
6. Pulling both shoulder straps upwards to make sure that the
Weego sits high on your back, immediately tighten the
shoulder straps . Fasten comfort strap across your chest
and adjust to fit snugly. Tighten waist belt .

Using Weego as a Nursing Sling

Position 1: “Face-in”

(from 0 months)

(0 - 24 months)

Always nurse with your baby in the Weego, facing-in-position.
1. Unfasten the comfort strap
slightly.

1. Adjust the height of the inner pouch according to the size of
your baby (see “how to use inner pouch snaps”).

. Loosen shoulder straps

2. Slip one of your arms out of its shoulder strap and fold the
back and the loose shoulder strap of the Weego towards
you .
3. Lower your baby in the Weego on the “strapless” side so
that your baby’s face is in the right position to nurse .
If necessary unzip the outer pouch halfway.

2. Put your arms through the shoulder straps. Grasp the
shoulder strap behind your head and snap the buckle .
Adjust the height of the comfort strap by sliding it along the
shoulder staps. Fasten the waist belt and adjust to fit snugly.
Adjust shoulder straps so the carrier fits high on your chest.
Adjust the comfort strap for a snug fit.
3. Unzip the inner pouch and, holding your baby facing in, gently
pull baby’s legs through the leg openings of the inner pouch .
Fasten buckle and then zip the inner pouch closed.
4. Close the buckle on the outer pouch collar. Then adjust the
inner pouch waist strap so the inner pouch fits snugly around
your baby’s waist. Zip outer pouch and adjust collar strap to
cradle your baby’s head .The strap sould be fastened so that
it supports your baby’s head just above its neck. If your baby
is small and the Weego outer pouch appears too big, fold the
collar over to support the baby’s head.

How to use Security
Buttons and Loops
There are security buttons and loops on each of the inner pouch
leg openings to ensure that your baby cannot slip through the
leg holes.
For infants weighing less than 3,5 kg (8lbs.), fasten the security
loops and buttons.
Open the security buttons after your baby weighs 3,5 kg (8lbs.).

If your baby slumps down in the outer pouch once asleep
or relaxed, the inner pouch is not tight enough. Tighten
sufficiently with the inner pouch waist straps until your baby
remains in the same position throughout carrying.
Once your baby’s arms and legs are long enough (from about
4 months on) or if your baby feels uncomfortable with the
legs in the outer pouch, guide them through the leg and arm
openings of the outer pouch . If necessary adjust the outer
pouch such that the material reaches from hollow of the knee
to hollow of the knee (to do this loosen the adult waist strap).
From about 9 -12 months (at the earliest when your baby can
hold the head unassisted for a longer time period): The outer
pouch collar should now be closed under your baby’s arms
(and not above the neck as described in step 4).

